
AP Pipeline Meeting, 2020-04-13
BlueJeans: https://bluejeans.com/426716450

attending:

Eric Bellm
Spencer Nelson
Meredith Rawls
Krzysztof Findeisen
Unknown User (cmorrison)
Ian Sullivan
John Swinbank
Unknown User (gkovacs)

Topics for discussion:

Gen 3 conversion (

type key summary assignee reporter priority status resolution created updated due

):
Precursor processing (  ):Meredith Rawls

made ticket for April HiTS processing
HSC processing–managed to make a template for all bands (g, z, y from RC2, r2, i2 from PDR2); next is to run them through ap_pipe

report from NCSA (  et al):Unknown User (emorganson)
Eric is busy with childcare, looking forward to making contact with  on alerts.Spencer Nelson

ap_association/SDM/fakes/alerts ( ):Unknown User (cmorrison)
was waiting for Eric to ping on alerts–meeting now scheduled.

Eric: looks like we'll be wanted to get the alerts coming out of the pipeline by ~May
fake injection post analysis complete, with a test; ready for next steps (inject fakes)
SDM: worked on local WCS storage, made a breakthrough today and getting very good precision

DCR (  ):Ian Sullivan
two tickets in review
digging a little deeper into sub-band spectra

Image differencing (  ):Unknown User (gkovacs)
finalizing decorrelation afterburner fix, prep for call with Robert tomorrow
next: fix ZOGY
thinking about how to keep spatially varying PSF with afterburner–thinks it will be straightforward

Review CI ( ):https://chronograf-demo.lsst.codes/
no notable new changes.

AOB
triggering AP CI jobs from tickets:

discussion: https://lsstc.slack.com/archives/C2NCSTY3A/p1586541556062300

ticket: 

to propose a place to put the ticket branch for sending to SQuaSHKrzysztof Findeisen

 to document in this Space running ap_verify from a docker container in the meantime  John Swinbank 14 Sep 2020

 reviewing a ticket for  ;  offers to help if neededSpencer Nelson Ian Sullivan Meredith Rawls

 Jira project doesn't exist or you don't have permission to view it.

View these issues in Jira

  - Jira project doesn't exist or you don't have permission to view DM-24438

it.
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